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Big Phyl's Ashes

2008-11-24

big phyl s ashes is a memoir channeled from mother to son a quarter century after death it is rooted in the highland
clearances and the great hunger or potato famine in scotland and ireland and covers world war i the great depression
world war ii and the cold war it is herstory set in sudbury muskoka and toronto

The Wrong House

2007

architecture plays an important role in the films of alfred hitchcock steven jacobs devotes lengthy discussion to a series
of domestic buildings with the help of a number of reconstructed floor plans made specially for this book

Einstein's Beets

2017-05-10

britney spears loathes meatloaf and all lumpy stuff arturo toscanini hated fish ayn rand despised salads alexander
theroux s einstein s beets is a study of the world of food and food aversions the novelist and poet probes the secret and
mysterious attitudes of hundreds of people mostly famous and well known toward eating and dining out hilariously
recounting tales of confrontation and scandalous alienation it contains gossip confession embarrassment and perceptive
observations



Film Stars' Television Projects

2017-09-11

bette davis as a madam orson welles hosting the twilight zone mae west voicing a cartoon character shirley temple
playing a social worker while hollywood stars like lucille ball loretta young and donna reed successfully transitioned
to television in its early days many others tried and failed to become tv regulars drawing on contemporary interviews and
other sources this book profiles more than 50 actors including joan crawford barbara stanwyck gary cooper alan ladd
and buster keaton and their unsuccessful pilots and short lived series roles

Joan Fontaine

1994-03-23

always in competition with her older more famous sister olivia de havilland joan fontaine had a varied and successful
career of her own she eventually attained stardom for her work in the film rebecca which won the 1940 academy award
for best picture the following year she won the academy award for best actress in suspicion beating out her sister for the
coveted prize this book tells the story of her fascinating career and provides full information for her many performances a
short biography of fontaine begins the book and overviews the rivalry between fontaine and her sister her disappointing
marriages her illnesses and her productive and rewarding career as an entertainer chapters then provide detailed
information for her films radio and television shows and stage appearances each chapter contains individual entries for her
productions with entries providing cast and credit information a plot summary a critical analysis and excerpts from
reviews an annotated bibliography provides information about books and articles related to every aspect of joan fontaine
s life and work



Theaters of Occupation

2008

in the aftermath of total war and unconditional surrender germans found themselves receiving instruction from their
american occupiers it was not a conventional education in their effort to transform german national identity and convert
a nazi past into a democratic future the americans deployed what they perceived as the most powerful and convincing
weapon movies in a rigorous analysis of the american occupation of postwar germany and the military s use of soft power
jennifer fay considers how hollywood films including ninotchka gaslight and stagecoach influenced german culture and
cinema in this cinematic pedagogy dark fantasies of american democracy and its history were unwittingly played out on
screen theaters of occupation reveals how germans responded to these education efforts and offers new insights about
american exceptionalism and virtual democracy at the dawn of the cold war fay s innovative approach examines the
culture of occupation not only as a phase in u s german relations but as a distinct space with its own discrete cultural
practices as the american occupation of germany has become a paradigm for more recent military operations fay argues
that we must question its efficacy as a mechanism of cultural and political change jennifer fay is associate professor and
codirector of film studies in the department of english at michigan state university

Motherland

2019-08-06

i m reading this book right now and loving it cheryl strayed 1 new york times bestselling author of wild how can a mother
and daughter who love but don t always like each other coexist without driving each other crazy vibrating with emotion
this deeply honest account strikes a chord people a wry and moving meditation on aging and the different kinds of love
between women o the oprah magazine after surviving a traumatic childhood in nineteen seventies new york and young
adulthood living in the shadow of her flamboyant mother rita a makeup addicted former television singer elissa altman has
managed to build a very different life settling in connecticut with her wife of nearly twenty years after much time therapy



and wine elissa is at last in a healthy place still orbiting around her mother but keeping far enough away to preserve the
stable independent world she has built as a writer and editor then elissa is confronted with the unthinkable rita whose
days are spent as a fl�neur traversing manhattan from the clinique counters at bergdorf to bloomingdale s and back again
suffers an incapacitating fall leaving her completely dependent upon her daughter now elissa is forced to finally confront
their profound differences rita s yearning for beauty and glamour her view of the world through her days in the spotlight
and the money that has mysteriously disappeared in the name of preserving youth to sustain their fragile mother daughter
bond elissa must navigate the turbulent waters of their shared lives the practical challenges of caregiving for someone
who refuses to accept it the tentacles of narcissism and the mutual frenetic obsession that has defined their relationship
motherland is a story that touches every home and every life mapping the ferocity of maternal love moral obligation the
choices women make about motherhood and the possibility of healing filled with tenderness wry irreverence and
unforgettable characters it is an exploration of what it means to escape from the shackles of the past only to have to
face them all over again praise for motherland rarely has a mother daughter relationship been excavated with such
honesty elissa altman is a beautiful big hearted writer who mines her most central subject her gorgeous tempestuous
difficult mother and the terrain of their shared life the result is a testament to the power of love and family dani shapiro
author of inheritance

A Year of Fear

2015-03-26

this eclectic overview of horror cinema offers up a collection of horror films for practically any occasion and literally
every day of the year for example the author recommends commemorating united nations day october 24 with a screening
of the colossus of new york whose startling climax takes place at the u n building each day by day entry includes the
movie title production year plot summary and critique along with a brief explanation of how the film fits into the history
of that particular day and interesting anecdotes on the film s production



Canadian Film Weekly; Voice of the Canadian Motion Picture Industry

1956

women s film and female experience takes a fresh look at a wide range of popular women s films in order to discover what
american female consciousness in the 1940s was really about the author traces the evolution and development of the
hollywood women s film and describes the social history of american women in the 1940s she then analyzes dominant
narrative patterns within popular women s films of the decade the maternal drama the career woman comedy and the films
of suspicion and distrust

Women's Film and Female Experience, 1940-1950

1986-09-10

it is just thirteen inches tall and weighs eight pounds yet the oscar has come to exert an hypnotic hold over film
performers and audiences alike this book uses the narrative story of an individual year as the basis of a much broader and
historical canvas to present a portrait of the film world today and its personalities finances and power struggles it
also includes detailed lists of oscar facts and figures winners and losers the author s other books include best selling
biographies of prince charles and laurence olivier

The Oscars

2016-07-07

although bob hope has been the subject of many biographies no book yet has fully explored the comic persona he created in
vaudeville and radio brought to fruition in dozens of films from the 1930s through the 1960s and made a lasting
influence on comedians from woody allen to conan o brien now in the road to comedy the films of bob hope noted film



comedy authority donald w mccaffrey finally places hope in his well deserved position among the highest rank of film
comedians of his era drawing on archival materials and interviews with collaborators mccaffrey analyzes each major film
in depth with due attention to particular sequences that reveal how hope created a unique comic personality that lasted
over dozens of very popular films from the road movies with bing crosby through such underrated classics as son of
paleface monsieur beaucaire and casanova s big night in so doing mccaffrey introduces readers to a bob hope now
overshadowed by his own reputation we see here that hope s significance has been greater than any uso appearance or
television special might suggest because many of these movies have recently been made available on dvd the first time in
decades that they ve been easily available to the general public the volume will also serve as an excellent introduction
for those wanting to see these films for the first time

The Road to Comedy

2004-12-30

the unprecedented increase in lesbian representation over the past two decades has paradoxically coincided with queer
theory s radical transformation of the study of sexuality in lesbian cinema after queer theory clara bradbury rance
argues that this contradictory context has yielded new kinds of cinematic language through which to give desire visual
form by offering close readings of key contemporary films such as blue is the warmest colour water lilies and carol
alongside a broader filmography encompassing over 300 other films released between 1927 and 2018 the book provokes
new ways of understanding a changing field of representation bradbury rance resists charting a narrative of
representational progress or shoring up the lesbian s categorisation in the newly available terms of the visible instead she
argues for a feminist framework that can understand lesbianism s queerness drawing on a provocative theoretical and
visual corpus lesbian cinema after queer theory reveals the conditions of lesbian legibility in the twenty first century

Screen World Vol. 8 1957

1930



winner of the 2022 edgar award for best biography an economist best book of 2021 a fresh innovative biography of the
twentieth century s most iconic filmmaker in the twelve lives of alfred hitchcock edward white explores the hitchcock
phenomenon what defines it how it was invented what it reveals about the man at its core and how its legacy continues
to shape our cultural world the book s twelve chapters illuminate different aspects of hitchcock s life and work the boy
who couldn t grow up the murderer the auteur the womanizer the fat man the dandy the family man the voyeur the
entertainer the pioneer the londoner the man of god each of these angles reveals something fundamental about the man he
was and the mythological creature he has become presenting not just the life hitchcock lived but also the various
versions of himself that he projected and those projected on his behalf from hitchcock s early work in england to his most
celebrated films white astutely analyzes hitchcock s oeuvre and provides new interpretations he also delves into
hitchcock s ideas about gender his complicated relationships with his women not only grace kelly and tippi hedren but also
his female audiences as well as leading men such as cary grant and writes movingly of hitchcock s devotion to his wife and
lifelong companion alma who made vital contributions to numerous classic hitchcock films and burnished his mythology
and white is trenchant in his assessment of the hitchcock persona so carefully created that hitchcock became not only a
figurehead for his own industry but nothing less than a cultural icon ultimately white s portrayal illuminates a vital
truth hitchcock was more than a hollywood titan he was the definitive modern artist and his significance reaches far
beyond the confines of cinema

Lesbian Cinema after Queer Theory

2019-01-30

brian w fairbanks entertainment editor at paris woman journal in paris france has a talent for extracting the essence of a
given subject and articulating it in a meaningful way in i saw that movie too he extracts the essence from several hundred
films and articulates some of the most meaningful opinions on the cinema you ll ever read in the foreword he also offers a
perceptive analysis of the way that movies more importantly the way we see movies has changed from the time he was a
young movie buff obsessed by that light in the darkness to the era of the multiplex and the dvd as one reader says he has a
sophisticated yet effortlessly readable style smart insightful always honest but never pretentious fairbanks is a life
long film buff who backs up his opinions with a knowledge of both the art and artifice of cinema



The Twelve Lives of Alfred Hitchcock: An Anatomy of the Master of Suspense

2021-04-13

in the words of one reader brian w fairbanks has a real talent for extracting the essence of a given subject and
articulating it in a meaningful way in writings the author collects some of his finest essays and criticism spanning the
years 1991 2005 and covering four subjects film literature music society whether offering an insightful analysis of film
noir examining benjamin franklin s impact on american society taking a clear eyed non partisan look at democrats republicans
the 2004 presidential campaign george w bush and the war on terror or lambasting the corruption of television news brian
w fairbanks is ingenious with a sophisticated yet effortlessly readable style also available in two hardcover editions

I Saw That Movie, Too: Selected Film Reviews

2005-11

for fans of mexican gothic a harrowing sultry horror novel about the forgotten women in dracula and jane eyre as they
combat the toxic men intent on destroying their lives los angeles 1967 lucy westenra and bertha mason the forgotten
women in dracula and jane eyre have been existing as undead immortals for centuries unable to die and still tormented by the
monsters that made them lucy has long fought against dracula s intoxicating thrall refusing his charismatic darkness and
her ensuing appetite for blood bertha mason the madwoman in the attic is still pursued from afar by mr rochester who
wants to add her to his collection of devoted female followers then dracula and rochester make a shocking return in san
francisco to finally write their own story lucy and bertha must boldly reclaim their stories from the men who tried to
erase them in this harrowing gothic tale of love betrayal and coercion



Brian W. Fairbanks - Writings

2005-12-01

gilb has created more than a literary anthology this is a mosaic of the cultural and historical stories of texas mexican
writers musicians and artists

Reluctant Immortals

2022-11-14

more than 700 films from the classic period of film noir 1940 to 1959 are presented in this exhaustive reference book such
films as the accused among the living the asphalt jungle baby face nelson bait the beat generation crossfire dark passage i
walk alone the las vegas story the naked city strangers on a train white heat and the window for each film the following
information is provided the title release date main performers screenwriter s director s type of noir thematic content a
rating based on the five star system and a plot synopsis that does not reveal the ending

Hecho en Tejas

2008-04-30

we re living in the middle of a cinema noir revival to the extent that in recent years a whole new category of movie has been
identified as neo noir in this short but well researched book readers will find a treasure house of noir from the classics to
the turkeys from the modern to the ancestral also featured are some of the great screen stars who forced this genre into
the limelight whatever the critics of the day might have said as well as those authors who penned many of the stories



Film Noir Guide

2015-05-20

george stevens could do anything said veteran hollywood producer pandro s berman break your heart or make you laugh
winner of two best director oscars for a place in the sun 1951 and giant 1956 stevens excelled in a range of genres gave
luster to some of hollywood s brightest stars and was revered by his peers yet his work has been largely neglected by
critics and scholars this career retrospective highlights stevens achievements particularly in his sweeping american dream
trilogy a place in the sun shane 1953 and giant his recurrent themes and characteristic style reveal a progressive
attitude towards women s experiences and highlight the continued relevance of his films today

All Hands

1955

information presented regarding birth death film credits and analyzes each player s unique talents signature roles and
career development representative range of backgrounds character types and career experiences including actresses such as
agnes moorehead thelma ritter beulah bondi sara allgood and jessie ralph among others a fascinating tour through
hollywood s big studio era and the lives of its characters provided by publisher

Noir Movies Facts, Figures & Fun

2005-09

john orr looks at the work influences legacy and style of perhaps cinema s most famous director alfred hitchcock



George Stevens

2019-04-23

david sterritt is widely recognized as one of the most knowledgeable perceptive and accessible commentators on alfred
hitchcock s career he makes a convincing case for the charm technical innovativeness and often perverse wit of hitchcock s
films and television shows while at the same time not shying away from exploring troubling aspects of his career relax
with this delightful book and prepare for the illumination and sheer pleasure it delivers william luhr author of thinking
about movies watching questioning enjoying and professor of english at saint peter s university from dial m for murder and
vertigo to north by northwest psycho and the birds alfred hitchcock 1899 1980 made some of the most memorable
thrillers in the history of cinema acclaimed for both his daring artistic innovations and his irrepressible showmanship
hitchcock blended suspense humor and psychologically unsettling themes to create an extraordinary body of work in
simply hitchcock author and movie critic david sterritt explores the celebrated director s entire career from its beginnings
in the british silent film industry to its glory days in hollywood he shows hitchcock as a consummate artist who dealt
with deep existential and psychological issues as well as a mischievous prankster who loved playing tricks on the
audience and never lost a chance to pull a dead rabbit out of a hat with wit and erudition simply hitchcock paints a
comprehensive portrait of a brilliant and complex man who not only made indelible films but also succeeded in establishing
himself as the most instantly recognizable movie director of all time

Actresses of a Certain Character

2007

this critical theory and contemporary society volume analyzes how cinema can help critical theory repoliticize culture
and society



Hitchcock and Twentieth-century Cinema

2005

in its ten year history the hitchcock annual has established itself as a key source of historical information and critical
commentary on one of the central figures in film history and arguably one of the most important artists of the twentieth
century fans of alfred hitchcock both scholars and general readers alike will be entertained and informed by this selection
of writings which offers an overview of the current thinking on the filmmaker and his work the articles span his career and
cover a wide range of topics from archeological investigations uncovering new details about his working methods and
conditions to incisive analyses of the films themselves the collection begins with rare insights into hitchcock s early years
including his work in germany and his silent film easy virtue which with its metaphoric play on the concept of being framed
dramatizes aspects of the human condition to which hitchcock returned repeatedly commentators explore a variety of
themes including the centrality of kissing shots and sequences in nearly all the films and images of women s handbags as
elements of suspense and sexual tension in such films as dial m for murder and psycho other essays examine the influence of
vertigo the birds and frenzy on fran ois truffaut the remaking of psycho and feminist interpretations of shadow of a doubt
interviews with jay presson allen and evan hunter illuminate hitchcock s working relationship with screenwriters actors
and actresses written by established as well as emerging critics of hitchcock this fascinating collection will help shape
future appreciation and interpretation of an enormously important and influential filmmaker

Simply Hitchcock

2017-08-13

the 1940 film adaptation of daphne du maurier s gothic romance rebecca begins by echoing the novel s famous opening line
last night i dreamt i went to manderley again patricia white takes the theme of return as her starting point for an
exploration of the film s enduring power drawing on archival research she shows how the production and reception history
of rebecca the first fruit of the collaboration between hollywood movie producer david o selznick and british director



alfred hitchcock is marked by the traces of women s contributions white provides a rich analysis of the film addressing the
gap between perception and reality that is constantly in play in the gothic romance and highlighting the queer erotics
circulating around i the heroine mrs danvers and the dead but ever present rebecca her discussion of the film s afterlives
emphasizes the lasting aesthetic impact of this dark masterpiece of memory and desire while her attention to its remakes and
sequels speaks to the ongoing relevance of its vision of gender and power

Critical Theory and Film

2012-05-03

of particular interest the correspondence documents a largely unexplored aspect of burke s career his reciprocally
influential relationship with the writers of the late modern and midcentury periods

Framing Hitchcock

2002

return to the days of black and white cinema remember the scenes of the first movies the hypnotizing face of dracula the
dancing of charlie chaplin the goodbye scene of casablanca or more of the familiar faces on the old screen but have you
ever wondered how they might look like in color bring color and new life to your favourite old movies look back at the
days through the most memorable scenes of the films that is still concidered some of the best movies ever made do you
remember them have you even seen them

Rebecca

2021-05-06



this book analyses cary grant s performances in a gallery of his best films arguing that he not only had exceptional skill
but also greater range than is usually recognized organized in terms of five versions of grant it emphasizes his work as a
screwball farceur a dark figure in suspense films a romantic leading man a domestic male and a cockney character this is a
close study of an actor who worked with such different directors as howard hawks alfred hitchcock and leo mccarey and
it provides a model for the appreciation of screen acting in general

The Humane Particulars

2003

robbers gangsters murderers and criminals of every description have long been a staple of popular entertainment movies are
no exception and film buffs and scholars alike now have a complete guide to the vast array of films that make up the
fascinating world of crime cinema the bfi companion to crime offers detailed information on the sub genres and motifs of
movies dealing with criminals and their behavior prison dramas heist stories kidnappings the exploits of serial killers
juvenile delinquents and hired guns phil hardy also includes articles on the historical and social background of crime
movies the mafia the japanese yakuza the fbi and the underworld of union rackets prostitution and drugs are some of the
topics covered fictional characters such as sherlock holmes inspector maigret philip marlow and pretty boy floyd appear
in these pages along with the literary sources of many crime films the works of graham greene dashiell hammett mickey
spillane and eric ambler are among those featured abundantly illustrated with more than 500 photographs this is the
book for film enthusiasts and anyone interested in the crime genre

Black & White Movies

2018-08-20

on sunset boulevard originally published in 1998 describes the life of acclaimed filmmaker billy wilder 1906 2002
director of such classics as sunset boulevard the lost weekend the seven year itch and sabrina this definitive biography



takes the reader on a fast paced journey from billy wilder s birth outside of krakow in 1906 to vienna where he grew up to
berlin where he moved as a young man while establishing himself as a journalist and screenwriter and triumphantly to
hollywood where he became as successful a director as there ever was double indemnity sunset boulevard some like it hot
and the apartment wilder s cinematic legacy is unparalleled not only did he direct these classics and twenty one other
films he co wrote all of his own screenplays volatile cynical hilarious and driven wilder arrived in hollywood an all but
penniless refugee who spoke no english ten years later he was calling his own shots and he stayed on top of the game for
the next three decades wilder battled with humphrey bogart marilyn monroe bing crosby and peter sellers kept close
friendships with william holden audrey hepburn jack lemmon and walter matthau amassed a personal fortune by way of
blockbuster films and shrewd investments in art including picassos klees and mir s and won oscars yet wilder ever
conscious of his thick accent always felt the sting of being an outsider on sunset boulevard traces the course of a
turbulent but fabulous life both behind the scenes and on the scene from viennese cafes and berlin dance halls in the twenties
to the hollywood soundstages of the forties and the on location shoots of the fifties and sixties crammed with wilder s
own caustic wit on sunset boulevard reels out the story of one of cinema s most brilliant and prolific talents

Some Versions of Cary Grant

2022

when talking pictures first appeared in cinema theaters in the late 1920s films about newspaper journalists quickly became
a hollywood mainstay these were a variety of responses from working reporters editors and photographers the newspaper
film was a popular genre in the 1950s and famous films such as all the president s men 1976 and spotlight 2015 have
depicted the power of the press journalists have also been portrayed in films that are not specifically about newspapers
appearing in noir films like woman on the run 1950 westerns such as fort worth 1951 comedies like the ghost and mr
chicken 1966 musicals like wake up and live 1937 and historical epics like lawrence of arabia 1962 a film historian and
former newspaper writer the author investigates how accurately films have portrayed journalists across the decades the
book also details what journalists thought of the depictions at the time contributing to brief histories and analyses for
each film featured journalist archetypes include airy reporters screaming editors photographers sportswriters and war
journalists classics misfires westerns obscure treasures and films the press both adored and detested are all included in



this comprehensive here

The BFI Companion to Crime

1997-01-01

lanza s career and personal life are examined with great sensitivity and the authority of more than twenty years of
research with the full cooperation of lanza s family

On Sunset Boulevard

2017-06-14

march 17 2004 dallas texas signature auction catalog for heritage vintage movie posters heritage galleries auctioneers
contains 468 lot descriptions and each lot is pictured

American Newspaper Journalists on Film

2022-12-13

Mario Lanza

2004



Motion Pictures From the Fabulous 1940's

2004-02

Heritage Vintage Movie Posters Signature Auction #601

2004
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